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ABSTRACT 

What about the labial anticipation phenomenon when the 
mouth is coordinated with hand gestures as it is the case in 
Cued Speech? We tested the rounding anticipation in 
French [iCny] sequences (Cn = 0 to 6 consonants) realized 
with and without Cued Speech. We observed that: (i) 
anticipation increased with the consonantal interval with an 
expansion coefficient coherent to the Movement Expansion 
Model [6]; (ii) there was no difference in anticipation 
behavior with and without Cued Speech. So the hand action 
fits well into the mouth action. They complement each 
other in a pretty well coordinated fashion. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that anticipation is a fundamental 
component of the coarticulated structure of speech. Our 
question in this paper is : What about this anticipation 
phenomenon when the mouth is coordinated with hand 
cued gestures ? We specifically question the preservation of 
the lip anticipation behavior during normal speech and 
speech with Cued Speech (CS), a manual code in 
complement of lipreading for deaf perceivers ([1]). When 
speaking, the Cued Speech talker places her/his hand near 
the face, the palm toward her/him so that the speechreader 
can see the back of the hand simultaneously with the lips. 
Placement of the hand around the face codes vowels, 
whereas handshapes or finger configurations distinguish 
among consonants. Thus, with the vision of handshape and 
handplacement, combined with the information visible on 
the lips, the deaf can identify a unique consonant-vowel 
syllable.  

Several models were proposed to account for the 
anticipation of rounded vowels which is regularly present 
in the preceding consonants as in a sequence [iCnu] or [iCny]  
(with Cn = 0 to 6 consonants) : see [2] and [3] for a review 
of coarticulation models. We just refer to the “Movement 
Expansion Model” or M.E.M. [4, 5, 6], which has been 
tested for French, the language under study here. In this 
model, the global rounding gesture, measured on the 
superior lip evolution, is taken into account and does not 
depend on the acoustical offset or onset of vowels. In fact, 
there is a constant protrusion movement time which 
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ponds to a basic [iy] gesture (speaker-specific, 
d 140 ms). For [iCny] transitions, movement begins to 
d with a one-consonant obstruence interval (OI, at 
 100ms). Then it increases linearly depending on the 
ive duration (OI) of the string of consonants Cn. The 
of this law of expansion is speaker-dependent. So this 
l allows a parameterization by talker.  

lementing the protrusion aspect (protrusion M.E.M.), 
EM is the unique model which can also account for 
nstriction data.  The constriction M.E.M. ([6, 7]) is 
 on 2 events: (i) the duration  of the time falling (TF) 
ponding to the onset of the rounding gesture 
ined on a [iCny] transition from a 90% area onset 

(reflecting the onset of the constriction towards [y]) 
 to 10% area onset value; and (ii) the duration of the 
hase determined from the 10% area onset value to 
rea offset value (Fig.1). 

 1: Acoustic signal (top) and temporal evolution of lip area 
) of the [sedøsikstkyltεR] sequence [7] with the phases of 

-falling » and « hold ». Event (1) corresponds to [i] 
um 100% area, (2) is the 90% of  lip area onset, (3) is the 
f lip area onset (from the [i] maximum), (4) corresponds to 
 target, (5) is the 10% of the lip area offset, (6) and (7) are 
set and offset of the obstruence interval.  

 the Protrusion M.E.M., the expansion of the 
iction movement starts about 100 ms for a 



one-consonant [iCy] obstruence interval and the movement 
expansion coefficient is also specific to each talker. 

In our experiment, we only used the lip area parameter and 
we will compare our data to this constriction model. 

2. METHOD 
2.1. Corpus 

We explored the lip constriction for French [iCny] 
sequences (from 0 up to 4 consonants) in sentences partly 
with nonsense words as : « Ces deux Scies utèrent » 
[sedøsiytεR] (“These two saws [nonsense verb]?”) without 
consonant between vowels or as « Ces deux sixes 
scutèrent » [sedøsiksskytεR] with 4 consonants, produced 
by a female talker without and with Cued Speech (see Fig.2 
for an illustration of a Cued Speech sequence). So we 
obtained [iy], [iky], [isky], [iksky] and [ikssky] transitions. 

Figure 2 : [sedøsiytεR] Cued Speech sequence 

2.2. Talker  

The Cued Speech talker is a 37 year-old French female. She 
was easy to lipread and had a good hand visibility and 
fluency during coding. She has been using Cued Speech at 
home with her hearing-impaired child for 9 years. She 
graduated in French Cued Speech in 1996 and regularly 
translates into CS code at school.  

2.3. Audiovisual recording 

The French Cued Speech talker was audiovisually recorded 
in a sound-proof booth, at 50 frames/second with a first 
camera in large focus for the hand and the face, and a 
second one in zoom mode dedicated to the lips and 
synchronized with the first one. The talker wore opaque 
goggles in order to protect her eyes against the halogen 
floodlight; moreover, a blue mark was placed on the left 
goggle, as a reference point for the lips and head 
measurements. Finally, her head was maintained fixed with 
a helmet to avoid movement. The talker's lips were 
made-up in blue to process automatically the lip contours. 
Colored marks were placed on the back of the hand to 
follow the displacement of the hand around the face (Fig.3). 

The 2 cameras were connected to 2 different BetaCam 
video-tapes. At the beginning of the recording session a 
push button was activated thus switching on the set of 
LEDs (placed in the field of the two cameras) during the 
first A-frame instant of the video image. Thus 
correspondence between time-codes of the two cameras 
could be calculated. The audio signal was synchronically 
digitalised with the video image.  
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 3: Image of the CS speaker with axes in superimposition 
r landmarks localization. 

entences were recorded with and without Cued 
h in two consecutive sessions. After elimination of 
roneous realizations, we disposed of 25 sentences 
ued Speech (9 for [i#y], 4 for [iky], 3 for [isky], 7 for 
], 2 for [ikssky]) and 15 without Cued Speech 
ctively, 5, 3, 2, 3 and 2). For the [iy] sequences, we 
sked the talker to vary the pause duration.   

.Data processing 

udio signal was digitalized and the between-lips area 
eter was obtained by image processing [8, 9] every 
s. In synchrony with audio signal and lip area 
eter, the x and y coordinates of the hand mark was 
ted.  

 

 4: Example of a [sikytεR] sequence. From top to bottom : 
 trajectory of lip area S (cm2); 2. & 3. x (cm) and y (cm) 

ories of the hand (50 Hz); 4. acoustic signal. On each signal, 
arks used for the analysis are visible (see text). 

ent events were localized (see Figure 4 for an 
le from a [sikytεR] sequence). (i) The audio signal 

labeled, in particular the acoustic offset of the 
nded vowel [i] and the acoustic onset of the rounded 
 [y] (the time interval between these two events 
 the obstruence or pausing interval OI). (ii) On the lip 
volution, the onset of lip rounding of the [y] vowel 



(revealed by acceleration peak: called L1) and the onset of 
the rounding plateau (deceleration peak: L2) were labeled 
to determine the time-falling rounding; then the offset of 
the rounding plateau was labeled : the duration between the 
plateau onset and the plateau offset giving the extent of the 
rounding plateau. (iii) A similar labeling was conducted on 
the manual gesture : we labeled the onset (M1) and the 
offset (M2) of the manual gesture for the [y] vowel (from 
acceleration and deceleration peaks). 

3. RESULTS 

In this section we only present the results concerning the 
labial anticipation measured from three different cues. 
Work in progress is currently elaborating the relationships 
between lip and hand in a general coproduction framework. 

3.1. Time-Falling phase  

We calculated the Time-Falling phase (TF) duration in 
relation to the obstruence interval (OI) for the sequences 
with and without Cued speech (Fig.5). The regression 
analysis showed the TF and OI values are correlated for 
both data (p<0.001) with a slope of .19 for sequences with 
CS et .18 for sequences without CS. The comparison 
between the slopes of  the correlation lines indicated that 
they were not different  (t=0.0655 with ν=38 degrees of 
freedom, the limit value being t0.01=2.71).   

 

Figure 5 : Correlation between the obstruence interval and the 
time-falling phase duration for sequences with and without Cued 
Speech.  

 3.2.Global rounding gesture  

We also calculated the global rounding duration 
(corresponding to the Time-Falling phase plus the Hold 
phase: TF+H) in relation to the obstruence interval (OI) for 
the sequences with and without Cued speech (Fig.6). The 
regression analysis showed the TF and OI values are 
correlated for both data (p<0.001) with a slope of .25 for 
sequences with CS et .21 for sequences without CS. The 
comparison between the slopes of  the correlation lines 
indicated that they were not different  (t=0.5848 with ν=38 
degrees of freedom, the limit value being t0.01=2.71).   
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 5 : Correlation between the obstruence interval and the 
ld phase duration for sequences with and without Cued 
.  

 can conclude that labial anticipation  increased with 
bstruence interval, with expansion coefficients 

arable to Abry et al. data ([6] Fig. 3) who obtained a 
of .15 (for the Time Falling phase of [i#y] sequences 
pause # varying between 100 to 650 ms). On our data 
their data, we can observe a greater variation of TF 
F+Hold values when OI is long, revealing some 
nt strategies probably in relation with prosodic 

ation of the string of consonants (when the string is 
pause insertion is more probable). 

lobal labial anticipation in relation to [y] acoustic 
.  

ave also calculated for each sequence the duration 
en the onset of the labial constriction gesture (L1) and 
oustical onset of the [y] vowel. We obtained a mean 
 anticipation (LA) for all sequences with Cued Speech 
 ms before the [y] acoustical onset and of 212 ms for 
quences without Cued Speech. A Student test 
ted no difference (p<.01).  

this set of results (on TF, TF+H and LA), we can 
de that our talker adopted a comparable labial 

pation behavior during speech with and without Cued 
h. So we now mix data with and without CS 
nces. 

Labial anticipation in relation to the pausing 
al or the obstruence interval.  

parated the [iy] sequences realized with short pause 
ction ([i#y] (with a pausing interval inferior to 255 ms) 
ng pause instruction ([i#:y] (with a pausing interval 
or to 500 ms) and we calculated the labial 
pation value (LA) for each pause. We also calculated 
A value separately for sequences with 1, 2, 3 et 4 
nants (Table 1). We tested the significant differences 
en the different values of OI and constituted 3 classes : 
c transitions with short pause or one-consonant, with 



two-consonants and long pause and with 3 or 4 consonants. 
We tested in the same way the LA values and 4 classes 
emerged since LA was statistically different for 3 and 4 
consonants. 

 [i#y] [iky] [isky] [i#:y] [iksky] [ikssky] 

OI 142.1      175.96 509.4      535   729        845.6 

LA -131.8   -173.76 -232.1     -238  -291  -461.1 

Table 1: Labial anticipation values in relation to the interval 
obstruence (or pausing interval, both called OI) values.  The 
values in a same cell are not significantly different (t test, p<.01). 

In a preceding experiment [10], we tested the constriction 
labial anticipation on [i#y] transitions, inserted in a carrier 
sentence : “T’as mis : UHI ise?” [tami#yiiz], with two 
pausing instructions. Sentences were audiovisually 
recorded by the same CS talker with all sentences realized 
with CS. The mean pausing interval obtained for the 
sequences realized with the short pausing instruction was 
387 ms [#] and 1075 ms [#:] for long pausing instruction. 
The LA values, also measured from the labial constriction 
onset to the [y] acoustic onset, were respectively 280 ms 
and 419 ms.  

If we now considered all values of the two experiments, we 
observed that : the more OI increased, the more AL is 
precocious. However, the speaker doesn’t use all the time 
available to anticipate, particularly when the string of 
consonants is superior to one-consonant. 

4. CONCLUSION 

We observed that: (i) labial anticipation increased with the 
consonantal interval with an expansion coefficient similar 
to Abry et al.’s data [6]; (ii) there was no difference in 
anticipation behavior with and without cued speech. Recall 
that Cued Speech system is grounded on the ultimate CV 
syllabification of speech. The syllable string [Cny] as we 
used in this experiment is necessary decomposed in CVs, 
with each consonant coded by the appropriate finger 
handshape with the hand in side position. It could have 
been possible that this successive coding of each consonant, 
not related with the specific [y] handposition, would block 
the natural labial anticipation time course. In this case, one 
could have observed labial anticipation only for the syllable 
containing the [y] vowel, i.e. the last consonant of the string. 
In fact, we observed no perturbation of the pattern of 
speech action necessary for the acoustic goal. On the 
contrary, the hand action fits well into the mouth action. 
They complement each other in a pretty well coordinated 
fashion. 
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